
Anleitung: Hochzeitsdeko mit Herz
Instructions No. 842

It is a matter of honour for every real handicraft enthusiast that the table decoration is homemade at a wedding 
The special thing about this table decoration are the big hearts, which are made with the help of a punching and stamping template. A nice souvenir for the
guests are also the fancy name plates: small on miniature-Easels.

And so it goes 

For the hearts are made using the Stencil two strips each punched out of the Coloured paper and the embossed cardboard. The punching and embossing
template "Nellies" used for this handicraft idea is suitable for almost all common punching and embossing machines 
The embossed cardboard stripes are then Ink Pads accentuated at the edges and at the embossing with a coloured accent.
Glue two strips together at the top and thread them through the small holes Embroidery yarn with a sewing needle.
Carefully pull the thread together to form a heart. Glue the two strips together with tape-Ribbon , placing the thread between them.

Now the miniature-Stretched Canvas is Ivory primed and stamped with squiggles. Cut two small rectangles out of the embossed cardboard and the very
Coloured paper simple one for the later inscription field and glue them on with a glue stick. The brown heart is now glued onto the small Stretched Canvas one
with tape-Ribbon 

Cut a 21 x 21 cm menu card from the embossed cardboard and a smaller piece for the napkin ring. Ink Pads Emphasize the embossing. Fold the card, form the
napkin ring and stick it together with tape-Ribbon .
For the card, cut a piece of brown diagonally Coloured paper and glue it on, for the inscription field of the card also two rectangles of embossed cardboard and
cut and fix Coloured paper them.

In contrast to the brown heart on the place cardsStretched Canvas, the menu card can be decorated with a light heart. Satin ribbons, bobbin lace and half
pearls as decoration accessories give the designed card and the small one a Stretched Canvas festive look. The box in our decoration can be quickly made
from the creative template "Valentine". Simply fill it with a little surprise for the guests and tie it up - designed with Satin ribbon embossed cardboard, the gift
bag fits perfectly to the festive table decoration 

Article number Article name Qty

Article information:



701730-95 Embossed cardboard Milan, approx. 50 x 70 cm, 220 g/sqmWhite 1
706667-85 Coloured paperDark brown 1
800587 VBS Mini decorative easel 1
841832 VBS Stretched canvas 10 x 10 cm 1
542708-06 Staz-On Stamp padDark brown 1
720077 Cellophane bags, transparent, 50 pieces 1
560085-67 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlIvory 1
632836 Half pearls, mother of pearl 1
412124-65 Satin ribbon, 3 mmEspresso 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
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